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Five Steps to Take Now for 
Faster Recovery 

The “prescription” to recover faster financially
in healthcare

Healthcare



The world is forever changed. In 
Healthcare, it’s just the beginning.  

The global pandemic brought not just a public 
health crisis, but global economic disruption 
and pervasive uncertainty. It has also changed 
healthcare in many ways—from services provided 
to payments and delivery. And while the threat of 
COVID-19 will pass, healthcare as we know it may 
never be the same. 

With that in mind, healthcare organizations 
should start planning now for recovery from the 
downturn.

Times of crisis can be paralyzing, but they can 
also be an opportunity to develop a competitive 
advantage. 

We’ve identified five proactive moves that 
healthcare organizations can take before the 
crisis ends to ensure a faster recovery.

Introduction
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        Double down on remote work
Build a competitive advantage by expanding work from home.

Benefits of remote work in healthcare:

 ʓ Increases productivity by eliminating commutes and reducing distractions

 ʓ Reduces costs by trimming office space

 ʓ Provides a competitive edge in recruiting 

Accelerated Claims, Inc. (ACI) increases productivity 15% with remote work

As the news of COVID-19 became a clear risk, ACI proactively got employees out 
of the office and securely working from home. As a result, they’ve experienced a 
15% increase in productivity and plan to expand remote work to recover faster.

“This has proven to our shareholders that remote work is, in fact, feasible, 
profitable, and beneficial, and because of this we are capable of eliminating some office space and have more flexibility in a 
telecommuting environment for future recruiting,” explained Jane Bray Sidler, Chief Financial Officer at ACI.

Five steps to take now
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Cloud accounting software has a significant impact in allowing lean accounting teams to keep financial operations running from the comfort of 
home.
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           Leverage KPIs to make strategic decisions
Understanding key business metrics is vital to emerge from the pandemic poised for growth. 

Organizations with access to real-time financial performance metrics can quickly identify and remove excess costs and identify 
identify strategic next steps to form their next business model.  

Village Family Dental increases profitability with real-time visibility

Village Family Dental uses custom dashboards in their accounting software to track 
financial and operational KPIs. Because the KPIs that matter to their business are 
populated on dashboards in real-time, Chief Financial Officer Virginia Jones doesn’t 
have to spend her time performing manual calculations.

These are the KPIs essential to Village Family Dental’s practice:

Financial metrics: EBITA, cash balance, cash flow, collections per month production per month, daily net income, and weekly A/P

Operational metrics: number of cases per month, equivalent operating room days, cost per case, revenue per case, and performance versus budget

The time saved on calculations can be put into strategic analysis and Jones uses this data to identify which office or service lines 
are profitable—or not—and quickly determine next steps.

Armed with this analysis, Villiage Family Dental offered lines of business in frenectomies and sleep apnea after realizing their profit 
potential. Increased insight into total cost also led Jones to discover a high revenue-producing specialist was actually one of the 
lowest profit providers for the dental group. She was then able to lower costs to improve the revenue earned on his services. 
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The current environment may generate opportunities for consolidation 
and efficiencies of scale in the dental industry. There are practices we were 

looking at from a performance and profitability perspective before COVID-19 
hit, and because we had detailed information on key performance 

indicators of each practice, we have been able to react quickly. Because of 
this, we hope to acquire some existing practices for our portfolio, which has 

always been our growth model.

Virginia Jones
Chief Operating Officer, Village Family Dental 
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           Find new opportunities to earn revenue
Find a balance between taking no action and taking rash action.

Don’t let rising anxiety and pressure to do something force you into action that targets the wrong problem or overshoots the right 
one. A disorganized response can generate a sense of panic in an organization. Find new ways to operate, evolve, and grow your 
business. 

New opportunities to consider:

 ʓ Online visits – Healthcare organizations are offering telemedicine 
visits with aid from the COVID-19 Telehealth Program which 
provides $200 million in funding to assist with connected care 
services. Now is also a great time to take advantage of remote 
monitoring capabilities which is convenient for patients, and safe 
and productive for healthcare workers.

 ʓ Cosmetic procedures – With low margin reimbursements for 
their core services, many healthcare organizations added high-
margin elective and cosmetic services before the crisis. This area 
should rebound quickly during recovery with pent-up demand.  

 ʓ New payment models – Contracting directly with the patient 
or employer and not accepting insurance can be a new way to 
generate revenue. Take a page from the software industry and 
implement a capitated model by charging a monthly subscription 
fee. The result is much more stable revenue over the typical fee-
for-service model. Vera Whole Health takes advantage of two of 
these payment approaches: they work directly with employers and charge a recurring per member per month fee. 

Five steps to take now
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https://www.fcc.gov/covid-19-telehealth-program
https://rc.sageintacct.com/healthcare/vera-whole-health


            Make selective investments
Downturns are an opportunity to invest and out maneuver the competition. 

Gut reaction to an economic downturn may be to cut costs in order to survive. But research shows that’s not successful in getting 
ahead during a recovery.

Harvard Business Review study finds optimal strategy for recovering from a recession 

Many companies focus on cost-cutting during a crisis. But a Harvard 
Business Review study found that the most successful approach 
is a combination of balanced cuts (playing defense) with selective 
investments (playing offense). This approach led to a 76% higher 
chance of pulling ahead of the competition during recovery versus 
cost-cutting alone. 

Don’t wait until after the crisis ends to make offensive moves. 

Investments healthcare organizations can make at this time can 
include things like focusing on potential acquisition opportunities, 
looking for creative ways to treat patients, and re-negotiating 
contracts.

Five steps to take now

“Roarding Out of Recession.” Harvard Business Review. March 2010.
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            Stay positive. Don’t panic.
Success and positivity go hand and hand. As you navigate difficult waters, recognize opportunity 
around you. 

Panicking has an immediate effect on decision-making abilities and can add to the stress everyone around you is experiencing. A 
positive culture leads to stronger morale and happier employees, which can boost productivity by 20%. 

Business advantages to staying positive:

 ʓ A Positive Work Environment is More Productive and Efficient

 ʓ Employees Carry the Right Attitude

 ʓ Happiness is Directly Proportional to Creativity

 ʓ Employees Believe in Risk Taking

 ʓ Positive Employees are Strong Believers of Teamwork

 ʓ A Multiplying Effect of Happiness

 ʓ Successful Employees Leading to Business’ Success

Five steps to take now
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In dark times, we are very fortunate to be in our current position and 
still able to find some good. Witnessing the catastrophic impact of this 
pandemic on businesses gives us more motivation to strengthen our 
operations and corporate culture and gives us plenty for which to be 
thankful. As a company, we have great faith in our organization to not 

only survive but to prosper. Maintaining this outlook during the course 
of these events has been realized to be crucial to our ongoing success.

Jane Bray Sidler
Chief Financial Officer, Accelerated Claims, Inc。
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How to get started 

Take these actions now to prepare for future 
recovery:

 ʓ Double down on remote work

 ʓ Leverage KPIs to make strategic decisions

 ʓ Find new opportunities to earn revenue

 ʓ Make selective investments

 ʓ Stay positive. Don’t panic.

Having the right systems in place is essential to 
take the first step. Modern, cloud accounting 
software can empower your organization with 
the capabilities and data you need to to recover 
faster. From anytime, anywhere accessibility 
to real-time KPIs, Sage Intacct is built for data-
driven healthcare organizations.

Conclusion
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Sage Intacct helps healthcare organizations in times of uncertainty 

Whether you need access to metrics and KPIs to analyze profitability and cash flow or just need the ability to work remotely—our 
cloud accounting software is built for data-driven healthcare organizations. Learn more by accessing the resources below. 

Takeaways

Resource Page
Sage Intacct COVID-19 resources for 

businesses

Webinar
Managing Costs in Uncertain Times

Customer Story
Disciplined Profit Analysis Helps Growing 

Dental Practice Navigate Market Fluctuations
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https://www.sageintacct.com/coronavirus
https://rc.sageintacct.com/healthcare/managing-costs-in-uncertain-times
https://rc.sageintacct.com/customer-case-studies/village-family-dental


Sage Intacct
Sage Intacct is the #1 cloud financial management system for data-driven, growing healthcare organizations. Our security 
safeguards have been certified as HIPAA- and HITECH-compliant by Avertium (formerly Sword & Shield), and Sage Intacct is the 
only accounting software endorsed by the AICPA.

For more information, visit

© 2020 Sage Intacct, Inc. All rights reserved.12 Five Steps to Take Now for Faster Recovery

www.sageintacct.com/healthcare-accounting-software
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